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INTRODUCTIOIT 

As a result of an experimental study mad® la a stenog-

raphy class vhlch to alt with the improvement ©I" personality 

traits as they are related to the qualifications of a seer©-

tary, Moor®1 recommends that personality development should 

he taught in connection with every subject in the curriculum# 

That knoi&edge alone does not stake for a satisfactory adult 

life is evident in the present trend of the thinking of the 

leading educators#2 The acceptance of this philosophy of 

education upsets,the time-honored tradition of teaching only 

subject matter and tends to shift the emphasis In curriculum 

building from textbook matter to pupil need. With such a 

change the importance of personality development is the cur-

riculum Is indicated# 

. The development of personality is influenced by certain 

factors# The exact number and kind of factors has not been 

entirely agreed upon» BoyntoiP analyzed a national sajapling 

1Ph@lma Newton Moore, "An Experimental study of Person-
ality Development in the Stenography- Class of Minburg 
School" {Unpublished Master*s thesis, Horth Texas State Col-
lege# 191|iB)# 

^ 2Kilpatrick, w. H#f "The Education We Heed: the New 
¥eraus th© Old," • Childhood Education, XXIII (September, 191*6), 
VP* 

_ Boynton, "The Relationship of Hobbies to Person-
ality Characteristics of School Children# w Journal of Exoeri-
— E d u c a t i o n . VIII (June, 1940), pp. 3&%-WT 



of the records of 2,3l|2 boys and 2,!|37 girls to find the re-

lationship of hobbies to personality characteristica of 

school children# He concluded that the absence of a hobby 

appears to be associated with a different and probably 

desirable type of personality adjustment than is found m 

the 'average in any hobby group* However, it is impossible 

to say from these data whether hobbies are causes or effeots 

of certain personality characteristic a • 

An ex tens It© study was made by Coleman̂ - to analyze the 

relationship between socio-economic status and personality* 

A national sampling of cases was used. Results indi-

cated that maladjustment increased consistently from the 

high socio-economic group to the low socio-economic group* 

The iiaportanoe of soc io-eeonoaic status in adjustment 

is supported by the study of Powell and I#astett*£ An analy-

sis of items on both the Hayne*s scale and th© Dolls1 scale 

revealed that pupils with low scores on these measuring de-

vices eaa® almost uniforroly froia homes wtileh, furnished poor 

environmental conditions* 

•̂Hubert A* Coleman, "The RelationAip of Soc to-Economic 
Status to th# Pei'forraanc© of Junior High School Students,M 

of B»erl»^tal Education, IX (September* 1940)# 

^Lee Powell and H* fi. Lastett, "A Survey of the Social 
Development of the Tenth, Eleventh, and Twelfth Grade Pupils 
in a a » H Klgh School.n .̂ eurnal of Experimental Sdueation. 
X3£ \ |i' lfl|i} gt 
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The ahove names finding is is agreeaient with Scott 

studied the responses of lt855 adolescents in as atteupt to deter~ 

aim soae faaiily life patterns and their relationships to per* 
6 

sonaHty development, Scott fonnfi that favorable hone 

ssent produced favorable personality development in. children gad 

that unfavorable hmm environsiant had the opposite effect. 
ix 

Francis and Fillmore, in a study of 112 children in sixty 

faffliMes to discover more exact patterns that influence the de~ 

ve-̂ pm̂ nt of integrated personalities# pointed o«t that parental attitudes, are of vital importance in shaping the personality f 
the child. these investigators found that, whereas harmful at*' 

tlMcs tended t© prodiioe maladjmstiaent, helpful attitudes did 

the reverse* They also found that personality was significantly 

related to intelligence. 
8 

Bingham, in a study of the relation of certain social at~ 

titudes to the school achievement of 356 pupils, concluded that 

students reveal the social attitudes of the society ©f which 

are a part.# The low relationship between students* social 
6 
island S« Scott, "Sora SAfe Pattern and Their lelationahip 

to Personality Development of CniMren.* fearnal $g Experimental 
Elation* mil (Semabe*, 1939), lh$**UQ* 

7 
Km ?. Frances and B» A. PHintore, "The Influence of Environ-

ment upon the Personality of Children,* (Inptbllshed̂  Ph«D. Bis* 
sertatioa, Teachers College* Columbia diversity, W ) » 

0 
Bingham, Harold "The Relation of Certain Social Atti-

tudes to School Achievement.«* Qt MKM&MiM, MBSaKSSSB* 
M (December, WkO)9 189*191. 



attitudes and the grades they mtde ©a iJifCKraatlon tests in<* 

dicates that factors exist which are more important than 

achievement scores in influencing social attitudes. 
9 

The results of a atudy toy Long) of the social development 

of 78 adolescents at Purdue University, indicate that a happy 

combination of good home environment, r easonably good intel-

ligence, and good personality scores was accompanied by ex-

cellent progress in adjustment* Superior intelligence coupled 

with bad attitudes and many anxieties often led to maladjust-

ment* Furthermore, no child with a low intelligence score 

received a significantly high score on the personality test, 
-v- 10 

Ojemann and Wilkinson tested, e xperimentally, the as-

.•sQBijtions that learning becomes More effective and that the 

development of personality can be more adequately controlled 

if pupil behavior is thoroughly understood by the teacher, 

fwo equated groups of thirty-three pupils each were used* 

The experimental group made significantly greater academic 

gain# The data also indicated a happier and more logical 

attitude toward school and school work, and a significant de-

crease in personality conflict* 

In conclusion these authors state1 
9 
Alma Long. "Social Development Among Adolescents,• 

Journal q£ Home Economics. XLZ (April, 1 W ) , 201-202. 

10 
Halph B. 0£eaum and Frances R. WiUdLason, "the Effect 

on Pupil Growth of an Increase in Teachers* Understanding of 
Pupil Behavior^" Ifjp»| M I M t i t VIII 



Jho data obtained in this study are consistent in 
sholug that when teachers learn to know their pupils 
as personalities in their respective environments teachers 
tend to become more effective guides for learning, the 
pupil3 achieve more in academic areas-—and teachers also 
become more effective personality "developers"• • • • 
It is not enough to bo concerned about problem children 
when it comes to personality development. Teachers, to 
be effective guides for learning, must know their pupils 
not as entities in the classroom but as living personal-
ities with ambitions, attitudes, conflicts, and problems, 
coming from environments that vary greatly in the en-
couragement or discouragement affected.11 

Personality development may be hindered because certain 

basic needs have been frustrated* These basic needs accord-

ing to Raths and Metcalf12 may bo divided into eight cate-

gories: 

1. Need for achievement 

2# Need for economic security 

3# Heed for sharing 

4* Need for freedom from fear 

Hoed for love and affection 

6. Need for freedom from guilt 

7* Heed for belonging 

6. Need for understanding 

1 ̂  

PultsJ^ working with three supervisory homeraaking teachers 

in their respective areas, in a study designed to identify 
1 X M d . 

l2Louis Hatha and Lawerence Met calf, "An Instrument for 
Identifying Some Needs of Children*w Educational Research 
Bulletin, XXIV (October 17, 1945), 169-177. ~ ~ — " — 

*3Anna Carol Fults, "Improving Learning Through an Em-
phasis on Good Human Relationships," Arkansas state Teachers 
College Bulletin, 19lf?. 



and treat sow of the obstacles to students* learning, fmm& 

tfcat wheti basic u@e#» naiaed by Baths and Wfetealf are not :-mmt 

they become blocks to learning! whereas, If they are ®etf the 

good human relationships which follow are conducive to leam* 
IV 

A review of these studies indicates that many of this 

factors that affect personality development are beyond the 

control ©f the cZmsmm teacher# The idea of one facto?) 

Basely, sectlag the basic needs of the individual, offers a 

challenge to the teach®?* 

fh© method of teaching referred to as teacher-papil 

planning might $w an effective means of dealing with Bath's 
3-5 

eight basic needs* Hatcher defined teacher-pupil planning 

as a method of teaching in which the teacher and pupils to-

gether set up suitable goals for a given unit, plan the pro-

cedure for attaining the goalst and then evaluate together 

the progress that was made. Since the goals are based on 

the needs1 interests, and abilities of the student, moti-

vation for learning results. In setting up goals students 

are encouraged to consider problems which confront them, in-

cluding those which case fear# For example, three goals 

for a foods unit Might be (1) to be a good hostess, (2) to 
lb 
Baths and ifetealf , &B* clt# > pp» 169-177# 

15 
Hatcher, Basel and Andrews, Mildred, Teaching of 

M l t e g f PP- 1-iO. 



learn how to avoid unpleasant situations, (3) to learn to 

carry on a pleasant conversation* After a student has par-

ticipated in setting up the goals his understanding concern** 

lag- thea has deepened. Dally &s&i%wmn*Q> immm wor® meaning-

ful* It supplies and equipment are needed during the unity 

the student is asked to think la terms of momy available 

before deciding what should be purchased* 

(Throughout the unit as the need arises the teacher and 

students plan the procedures for a realization of - the goals« 

Students are encouraged to discard unsatisfactory procedures 

and to try mm ones* Much coiaalttee work is usually done. 

Every student is- urged to he on at least one cosaaittee. Kia 

contribution can he large or saall* Svwa if it i* nil he 

tends t© identify himself with the group- This participa-

tion m the part of the student offers am excellent opportu-

nity for the teacher to meet individual differences. Each 

student can find soae Biea.sure of meaningful achievement# 

Evaluation b^esetefj a conttankl process shared by teacher and 

students* 

The prevaljjjjtag give-*nd-tAk« atmosphere of the classroom 

established a feeling of security, warmth, and friendliness, 

especially when each idea offered is respectfully discussed 

even though it is not accepted* 

As Indicated by reviewed studies, much is to be gained 

by neeting the basic needs of the individual through teacher* 

pupil planning# It has already been pointed ©at in the 



present study that when these basic need* are met, learning 

la more effective and personality conflicts tend to disappear* 

The dual purpose of the present study is to deternii&e if 

teacher~papil planning Is hosjesakiog classes 'Mill neet the 

basic needs of individual to smell an extent that it will 

aid ill furthering learning and accelerate personality dweluf* 



PROCEDURE 

la order to determine if teacher-pupil planning would 

meet the basic needs of the individual sufficiently to cause 

increased learning and a greater gain in personality develop" 

stent it was necessary to mate a comparative study with com-

parable group®, A significant change, or lack of change la 

personality development or academic standing# could then be 

reasonably attributed to tfiat occurred during the period of 

the experiment. The general plan of the study was to set up 

two equated groups of hmeraaking students. One group, desig-

nated as the control group, was to be taught by the tradi-

tional method. A block plan of the unit, set up before the 

experiment began, was the basis for teacher-planned assign-

ments for the control group and a tentative guide for teacher* 

pupil planning of course content for the experimental group. 

To determine if either group made a gain in personality all 

of the participating groups were pre- and post tested with a 

standardized personality test. Hecords were kept of achieve-

ment scores in Homemaking I to determine if the groups made 

& significant academic gain. Hinety-on© ninth grade girls 

enrolled in the four sections of Homemaking I (in Port*les 

Junior High School# Portales, New Mexico participated in 

this study. Two sections were combined to form the experi-

mental group and the two remaining sections were combined to 

form the control group. 

9 
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Table 1 shows the procedure followed in eliminating 

girls from the study when, the groups were paired* fen were 

dropped because of excessive absence from school* Other 

groups that were omitted Included six girl® who had incom-

plete tests, one girl who had been married and divorced, one 

tenth grade girl, and two Lat in-Araeric ans • Important factors 

considered in further equating the groups were achievement, 

daily class schedule, age, socio-economic status, and place 

of residence# 

Innate ability greatly affects the success or failure 

of an individual* s performance in any given situation. There-

fore, intelligence quotient scores are commonly used in pair-

ing groups* However, the school files at Portales contained 

only a partial listing of intelligence quotient scores* Since 

Borow,^Bolton,2 and Shaw^ have shown a positive correlation 

between school achievement and intelligence quotient scores, 

the average school achievement in junior high was considered 

reliable in equating the groups on Innate ability. 

Four girls from the control group were dropped because 

they had achievement scores of sixty and there was none with 

•̂Eenry Borow, "Current Problem in the Prediction of 
College Performance," .Journal of the American Association of 
Collegiate Registrars*^: (Octofer, 1 ^ ) 7 14-26. ^ *""" 

%loyd B* Bolton, "Value of Several Intelligence Tests 
for Predicting Sc)iOlastic Achievement, *' Journal of Educational 
Research* XL I {September, 1947)# 133-138T *"* 1 " 

^Duane C. Shaw, "A Study of the Relationships Between 
Thurston© Primary Mental Abilities and High School Achieve-
ment, " JoiOTial of Educational Psvcholoctv. XL (Jan.. . 
239-249. ' ' M " 
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a corresponding score of sixty in the experimental group. 

TABLE 1 

OTHER OP STUDENTS ELIMINATED ACJCORDIUGr 
TO FACTORS USED FOR EQUATING- GROUPS 

lumber 
Factors Eliminated 

Excessive school absence................... 10 
Incomplete t e s t s * 6 
Marital status ( M a r r i e d - D i v o r c e d ) 1 
Race (Latin-American) . ...... 2 
Grade level*......... 1 
Age. 10 
Achievement scores.. .......... 4 
Class schedule 12 
Dissimilar patterns in achievement, 
socio-economic level, place of 
resident©* class schedule, and 
age* .....*. 13 

Total. 59 

Four girls from the control group were dropped because 

they had achievement scores of sixty and there was none with1 

a corresponding score of sixty in the e:xperimental group* 

Since every experience of an individual affects his per-

sonality t it was considered Important that the groups should 

have similar situations throughout the day* To accomplish 

this purpose the daily class schedule was used* Groups paired 

on this factor were under the influence of the same teachers 

during school hours* 

The daily class schedule showed a great varianoe* Re-

quired subjects were English I and Physical Education. In 

addition to Homemaking I, two or three other electivos were 
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chosen from a total of tea# Twelve girls who tod a daily 

class schedule unlike any of the schedules of the girls in 

the opposite group were left out of the study* 

Each age group has it a own particular problems. The 

teens for girls are characterized by problems concerning 

transition from childhood to young womanhood* Girls find 

these problems especially difficult in their early teens# 

In order to exclude an excessive age difference the chrono-

logical ages from the school files were recorded and ten 

girls with an age range above fifteen years and six months, 

and below thirteen years and six months, were omitted. 

The physical environment of an individual also affects 

his personality. The Investigator noted that rural students 

generally had f m modem household conveniences and poor 

transportation. The distance from school necessitated as 

much as two hours daily for commuting. Accordingly, the 

time spent going to and from school restricted the time left 

for outside school activities as well as for other social 

life. Town students on the other hand had easy access to 

outside school activities, church socials, youth canteen* 

other youth organizations, college concerts, college plays, 

etc. In pairing the groups the same number of town and rural 

students were placed in each group. 

Since personality adjustment tends to increase as socio-

economic status progresses from a low to a higher level, it 

was necessary that the number of students at each level be 
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the same if the groups were to bo comparable. In order to 

determine a rating on the family•s socio-economic level, the 

visiting teacher and the homeoraaking teacher called at each 

home represented in the study* Financial status, family at-

titudes# and community standing were taken into consideration. 

The subjects were given a high, medium* or low rating jointly 

agreed upon by the two teachers. 

Because of dissimilar patterns in socio-economic status* 

achievement, daily class schedule, place of residence, and 

age, thirteen girls were emitted. After the groups had been 

paired fifty-nine of the original group of ninety-one girla 

had been eliminated. With the exception of one girl in each 

of the groups the thirty-two remaining girls who participated 

in the study lived at home with both parents. The two girls 

referred to had only one parent and lived away from home* 

All of the girls had brothers and/or sisters with the excep-

tion of one only child in each group* 

Table 2 summarises the results of equating the groups 

on the basis of similar patterns in achievement in junior 

high school, of socio-economic level, of place of residence, 

of daily class schedule, and of age. Both groups were com-

posed of three girls with achievement scores of ninety-five, 

eleven girls with achievement scores of eighty-five, and two 

girls with achievement scores of seventy-five. Each group 

had four girls in the high socio-economic bracket, five girls 

in the me dim bracket, and seven girl 3 in the low bracket. 
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2ABLE 2 

GROUPS PAIRED ACCORD IHG- TO ACHIEVEMENT SCORE, 
LEVEL, PLAGE OP RESIDENCE, GLASS 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
AID M E 

Experlmantal Control Clasaa 

Scha&ul® 
Varianoe 

Chronological 
Age 

Experi-
mental 

g 3 
M 45 
«S £$ 
© o 
J* K 

Control 

m 
43 
S3 

$ o 
N is 

Mona BLR^- •+DLR Theressa Art 
Algebra 
Citizen-
ship 

li{.-ll lij.<*l 

Ruby ELER yr 

CMBT ^ 

Bomie- Hath 
Science 

13-9 15-0 

Susan 
Lois 
Peggy 
Rhea 
Bvadine 
Ruby-
Vivian 

cm 
cm+ 
ALRf 
ALRf 

-»CHT 
-»ALR 
->ALB 

Norma 
Shirley 
Betty 
Maudine 
Owin 
Rojean 
Mary 

« » « « • • * 

* # • « * « # 

Algebra 
Science 
Glee Glut • »*#«*# 

• # • • * # ft 

13-10 
13-9 
13-10 

*| |**r 

ip-p 
13-9 

*| i~* iP\ 

15-2 
13-6 

•5 
13-
X4-
13-9 
15-2 
15-6 

Rornona 
Gair 
Shirley 

Faye 
Betty 
Ann 

• « • * * * » 

Algebra 
Science 

34-11 
13-8 
14—9 

15-2 
14—8 
15-0 

Janet 
Mary 

Bonnie 
Adelia 

Algebra 
Science 
Band 

13-9 
4 

Be mice 
Jean 

Algebra 
Citizen-

ship 

13-11 
ll|.-3 

14-5 
14-7 

15-2 
i k -o 

Mean Age 14-2 14-7 

a- -Subjects common to all were Iloiaemaking I, English I. and 
Physical Education 
•Achievement Scores: A-95> B-85; C-75# 
Socio-economic level: H-high; M-mediura; L-low. 
Place of Residencet T-tovm; R-rural. 
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Eight girls in each group lived in town and eight girls lived 

in the rural area# In addition to Komemaking 1, Physical . 

Education, and iiiglish I, the class schedule variance for 

each group showed that one girl took a combination of Art, 

Algebra, and Citizenship; one girl took Math and Science; 

seven girls took Algebra, Science, and Glee Clubj three girls 

took Algebra and Science; two girls took Algebra, Science, 

and Band; and two girls took Algebra and Citizenship* 

Table 2 also shows the chronological age for each girl 

and the average or mean age for each group. The mean age Is 

fourteen years and two months for the experimental group, 

and fourteen years and seven months for the control group* 

The "California Test of Personality—Intermediate P o m 

A" was given as a pre-test, and Form B of the same test was 

given as a post test to the experimental and control groups# 

This test Is composed of two parts, namely; self-adjustment, 

which is based on feelings of personal security, and social 

adjustment which is based on feelings of social security# 

The major purpose of the test is to reveal the ex-
tent to which the student is adjusting to problems and 
and conditions which confront M m and is developing a 
normal, happy, and socially effective pereo; ality.s-

The results of the test were used to measure the personality 

development in each group during the nine weeks in which the 

unit was taught# The pre-test was not scored until after the 

^Louia P. Thorpe and others, Manual of Directions, 
(Ca l i fo rn ia Test Bureau, Los Angeles, CaliJornlaJV pp• 1,2. 
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post test had been given# This procedure was used to avoid 

the possibility of having the pre-test scores influence the 

homemaking teacher during the time the unit was taught. Stu-

dents 1 total achievement scores in homemaking were used for 

determining whether the groups made significant gain in sub-

ject matter. 

Before the school semester began the homemaking teacher 

outlined in block form the daily lessons for a complete foods 

unit# Prom this block form teacher-planned assignments were 

given to the control group. These lessons were based upon 

the goals and objectives of a nine-weeks foods unit as set 

up by the State Homemaking Department for Homeoaaking I. A. 

foods unit was selected for two reasons. In the first place, 

by choosing the first unit taught during the semester the 

investigator had no preconceived ideas concerning her pupils' 

personality rating# or academic standing* In the second 

place, the foods unit was taught first in the semester be-

cause fall seemed the most logical time to meet the state 

requirement for canning lessons* 

Using the same outline as a tentative guide, the home-

making teacher and pupils in the experimental group planned 

the over-all goals of the unit, the day-by-day steps neces-

sary for the attainment of goals, and the evaluation of pro-

gress made toward the desired goals. plan of work for 

the instructional unit is shown in Figure 1. 
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Week Monday- Tuesday 

First 
Enrollment 
10-minute classes 

Personality test 

Second Activity: Prepare 
pack, and process 
acid food. 

Problem: How can we 
improve our work 
, habits? 
Activities: Dis-
cussion. 

Third j 

Problem: What are 
home experiences and 
how are they carried 
out? 

j Activity: Discussion 

Problem: What is an 
adequate diet and 
why should I eat 

breakfast? 
Activity: Film, "The 
Man Who Missed Break-
fast." 

Fourth 

Problem: How can we 
make our meal a satis-
fying experience? 
Activity: Discuss meal 
service for the se-
lected menu. 

Activity: Prepare 
and serve a simple 
meal 

Fifth 

Problem: How am I 
getting along with 
others? 
Activity: Film "You 
and Your Friends" 

Problem: What is the 
comparative cost and 
food value of pre-
pared and cooked 
cereals? 
Activity: Pupil re-
ports. 

Fig. 1—Block Plan of Food Unit 
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Wednesday Thursday 
Probleiiis What Mill 
we study during o © 
unit? • 
Activity* Discus-
sion of over-all 
view of unit* 

Friday 
Problems Problem What are 

@wr responsibilities 
toward the care of 
the department? 
Activity i Discus-
slon. 

are 
hot Mid cold pack 
methods used for 
canning la glass 
jars? 
Activitiess Teacher 
demonstration of can-
ning netted** Pupils 
plan for ppoceasl&g 
acid food* 

Problemi How is the 
pressure cooker used 
for canning? 
Activity* Seaofcer 
demonstrates canning 
non-acid food* 

Problenu • Bow are 
foods frosen? 
Activity: Pupil 
demonstration. 

Heview. 
Evaluation of score 
cards• 

Problem? H w should 
seals be planned? 
Activityi M m m s 
basic seven food 
groups* Plan one 
aim pip 

Problem? what need# 
to be done before 
we ceolc? 
Activity i Develop 
general plan of 
work* Form family 
groups# 

County Fair 

Activity* Evaluate 
the mm1* 

Problems What are 
good table Banners? 
Activityi Film 
"Sinner" 

Problem! What is 
the importance of 
allfc ia daily diet? 
Activity* Mucus** 
sloa. 

Problem* How ©an 
cereals be used in 
ise&l planning? 
Aetlvityi Plan a 
Staple- seal includ-
ing a cooked cereal. 

Activity« Plan of 
work, Pr©-prepars-
tion of seal* 

Activity* Prepare 
and serve a simple 
meal which Includes 
a cooked cereal.. 

Fig. 1» - -Contiimed 
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ifeefe Ijornday Tuesday 

Sixth Problem* How are q^tick 
breads ma.fi®? 
Activity* Teacher de-
monstrates preparing : 

•« quids I«N§»S* 

Problem! Bow can m 
use q-uiak breads in 

' - a wa i f 
Activity* • Flan a 
simple Eieal including 
a quick bread* 

Seventh ; 

Problem feat i s the 
place of '«gg# .la the . 
diet? 
Activity* Discuss 

, aeat substitutes* 

Problem* How can we 
plan a meal using eggs 
as « Seat substitute?. 
Activities* Plan & 
simple meal using egg 
dish* 

Eighth 

: Problem* What 1® the 
! place of vegetables 
: ami f r u i t s i n the 
:diet t 
;Activity* Film, "Teg©- , 
table CooJoery* 

Probleiai How can m 
overcome food i l s * 
likes? 
Activity* Plan sev*» 

• e r a ! ways of pre-
paring the Most fiis-
liked vegetables. 

math ; 
; ftpebiutt Hbftt i s an :adequate school lunch? , 
:Activity* Flan a 
;school lunch. 

Activityt prepare 
and serve a s#io@l 
lunch* 

Tenth 

/ 
. . J 

:Personality tes t 
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tat&vitare svmiwfei 
&isi» 
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&&&*£&* SwllMl* 
•tt» flM&» 

F?C>ttkm* roir ffiGQw > 
m tear fm&x ttv&t* 
ma£ moret&bles? • 
iptHt^jfY P2a» JMÛUI 
t l ip to pWtf&t&Q : 
«tec«i£*» ' " ' : 

V;'::.U«:.f;y» ;telc3 
i -tafap w : ' #$**•« 
; 

!4tefeMty» r«:$^©f 
soapta, mi *v»&» 
«jttn mm 4U3SMI 

l&fl&liRSf Iflmt la She-i 
place ta mtot* la 
to *fc«fet i 
40tjMtpt $&eeti»» 
JK&fitt* 

: Betitar «f too£» 
. « t t » i 

rag, 
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Treatment of Data* Data collected for this nine weeks 

study were treated statistically to da tormina whether real 

differences occurred between and within the oxperiiaental and 

control groups. Th© groups wer© compared to show gains in 

personality development and achievement* The factors inveli-

tigated were total adjustment, self adjustment, and social 

adjustment as shown by the California Test of Personal! ty,^ 

and academic gain as shorn by the students* nine woks 

achievemeiit scores in H€»iaakins I* 

Computations were made as followst 

1. Raw scores for the pre- and. post test were rocorded 

for both groins. 

2* Score differences were found by subtracting the 

scores of the pro-test from the scores of the post test* 

3# The no an difference was found by adding the gain or 

loss and dividing by the number in the group# The formula 

isj 1% * T 

4* The standard deviation shows a dispersion or devia~ 

tion from the point of central tendency* This statistic was 

found by squaring the deviations, adding them, then dividing 

them by H# the number of cases, and subtracting a correction 

factor, the squared mean difference* before extracting the 

square root. The formula isj 
bd 

2 

H " Md 2 

The standard error of the mean difference was computed 

by dividing the standard deviation by the square root of 1-1* 

•̂ Louis P. Thorpe and others, California Test Bureau, Los 
Angeles, California. 



Its purpose is to show the fluctuation OP variability from 

the true mean, The foaaala Is; S<ia % 
I t 

Jl~l 

6# The critical ratio* or t value, is the ratio of the 

standard error of the mean difference to the difference be-

tween the two means being compared, This value m i determined 

for each group by dividing, the mean of the score difference 

between pre- and post test# by the standard error of differ-

ence of the mean. The formula isj 
t -

7* To find the standard error of the difference between 

the means of the experisaental and control groups, the stand-

ard error® of the as ®n s of the •too groups be log c ompared 

were squared, added, and multiplied by one minus the square 

of their correlation coefficient# The square root of the 

result of this procedure was then extracted. The formula is; 
Sd * * ® t 2 (1-r̂ } 

8* She critical ratio or Jfc value was determined by di-

viding the mean difference between the groups being compared 

tsy the standard error of the difference between their means* 

The formula is; CR - ™ 

Jm & 

To determine if a computed nean is reliable Fisher^ has 

proposed two accuracy limits referred to as the one per cent 
&-

^ JJ# JL% F&®b&T$ Rĉfcliods £$& BbmayoIi Wo;£lKtiF8* 
P* 89* ' ' - 35 
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and tlx© five per a ©at levels of confidence# She difference 

between groups is considered highly significant if the criti-

cal ratio is as large as Fisher^one per cent value for jfc, 

since in only one per cent of the ease'® would a J, value this 

large occur if the groups were the sas©> ©be difference is 

considered significant if it is as large as the five per 

cent value# since in only five per cent of the cases would a 

jb value this large occur if the groups wore the same* Th® 

difference is probably not siipif leant if it is less than 

five per cent# Fisher^ Tables of F & tPprovide for one de-

gree of freedom# This necessitates entering the table with 

Jf«*l to determine the confidence level for any specified 

group# 

^Ibid, 

8Ibid» 



Thm results of the statistical treatment of th© Cali-

fornia 3?est of Personal! ty^ and th© final nine tieeks achieve-

inent scores of Hcsaeiaaklng 1 for th© es^erimsntal and control 

groups are recorded in the following tables* 

fatal© 3 shows the pre- and post test score distributions* 

score differences, and the squared differences of the total 

adjustment scores of the California 3?e#t of Personality2 for 

th© e^eriasntal and control groups* In the first Mid second 

columns th© distribution of the pro- and post test scores for 

th© experimental group are recorded* Sh© third column shows 

th© score difference found by subtracting the score of the 

pre-test from th© score of the post test* Tim fourth column 

shows the square of the score differ®®©®#* Totals found at • 

the bottom of the table are as follows: the number of cases 

is 16,- (n s 16)5 the suimiation of the scores is 156, C£Xs3£6)j 

th© srn of the square of the individual scores is ij.G81i.f 
O , 

(21 s!|0Si|.5 , Columns five and six show the distribution of 

the pa?©— and post test scores for the control group* Column 

seven shouts th® score difference and colum eight shows the 

square of th© score differences* Totals found at the bottom 

of the page ares the nuaber of cases is 16, (1 - 16 ); the 

auasaation of the scores is 68, {TX & 68) j the sua of the 

square of the score differences is 2990, (SX̂ -2990)* 

%horpe and others* OP* cit* 
2Ibid* 



TABLE 3 

PRE-AND POST TEST DISTRIBUTION SHOWING DIFFERENCE AID SQUARED 
DIFFERENCE OP TOTAL ADJUSTMENT SCORES 01 THE CALIFORNIA 

TEST OF PERSONALITY FOB EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 

Experimental Group Control Group 

Post 
D i f f er 

Pre- enc© 
~ Squared 

D i f f e r -
ence 

Post 
•Dlffer-Squared 

Pre* ence D i f f e r -
ence 

1* 34© - 123 a 17 289 1# 149 *p 139 e 10 100 

2 . 170 - 153 a 17 289 2 . 163 4N» 166 - - 3 9 

3 . 15*2 - 151 5 1 1 3 . 148 • 132 *« 16 256 

4 . 165 » Xl*3 a 22 484 4* 155 m+ 159 5 - 4 16 

5 . 162 - 152 s 10 100 5 . 152 133 2 19 361 

6 . 168 *» 165 - 3 9 6 . 134 m 344 a-10 100 

7 . 130 - 12$ n 5 25 7 . 147 m 139 * 8 64 

8 . 143 ~ 130 a 13 169 8* 143 - 130 = 13 169 

9 . 97 « 4 5 2025 9 . 159 an* 154 * 5 25 

10 . 131 - 130 « 1 1 10 . 163 137 ar 26 676 

11* 153 - 148 « 5 z$ 11* iMi,. 123 * 2 1 )|.lp. 

12. 162 — 164 m **2 4 12. 130 m 123 * 7 49 

13 . 348 •* 131 •* 17 289 1 3 . 136 • 137 8 **1 1 

14. 119 - 134 * - 1 5 225 14# 124 •# 143 *~19 361 

1 5 . 159 - 349 « 10 100 l$* 149 1$0 s - 1 1 

16. 143 «• 136 s 7 ,49 16. 120 •*» 139 g - I 9 361 

1 m 16 X * 156 X^B 4 0 % H ft 16 j; s 68 X2#2990 
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Similar distributions were made for self and social ad-

justment tests. Data for self adjustment are: 

Experimental groupj if**rl6# £X « 102, * l8£8 

Control .groqpf V m 26, ZX m 66, *» 121 

Data for social adjustment are: 

iixperimental group; H * 16, £X2 '« 802 
Control group; H # l6# £X •* 2# * 1106 

Similar distributions were made for the nine weeks 

total achievement scores of the Eoraemaking I experimental 

and control groups# Score difference® were found by subtrac-

ting the achievement scores of the experimental group from 

the achievement scores of the control group. The totals 

weres 

1 a 16, 2X « 50, £X
2
 s 500 

Sable 4 shows that the jaean difference between the 

equated groups on the total adjustment score was 5*50. The 

standard error of the difference between the means was 2#809 

and the critical ratio 1#9?9* 

The mean difference between the groups for the self ad-

justment score was 2 #26. The standard error of the differ-

ence between the means was 1*790 ana the critical ratio was 

1,262. 

Using Fisher1 s Tables of £ and t^for fifteen samples 

the difference in total adjustment scores between the equated 

groups was close, but not significant at the $ per cent level 

of confidence. The difference in self adjustment was clearly 

not significant. 

^Fisher, o£. cit. 



m m f>IFF£BEf€If S'lUfDAHD SttHCfi W W.M PUTmimE 'B&TWmW 
THE MEMS, A ® CRITICAL HUGO FOR EQUATED GROUPS 

in tim QKLimmm ma,* OP wmQmsjsY 

test Section Scar© D Sdm««-iao 
-L 4*. 

t- _ _ J 1 _ w 
SiSj -

Total Adjustment Score 5*50 2*609 1,959 

Self Adjustment Score 2*26 1.790 1.262 

Social Adjustment Score 3»25 1.607 2,016 

The difference between the ad Just sent scores of the two 

groups would probably hare been creator if the in¥®sti§at@r 

had aadntalned a nope ohjj|ptlve attitude toward the oontrol 

grouj>» Tho personality test was a doorway to confidences la 

both groups, ifeny questions related to personality test 

items »it aakod during the succeeding days. The investi-

gator felt obligated to discuss inquiries of both groups al-

though in doing so ike discovered smm basic mied® of tut 

students in the control group which, if met, say have caused 

their self adjustment score to be higher than they would 

have be«n without this guidance* 

The following instances are typical reactions of the 

girls to the test items and shm how individual conferences 

were an outgrowth of the personality test, 

Buby, who stuttered fsry badly said »lm didn't faaow how 

to mrk the question, "Do most of your teachers like you?* 
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She was aek©d to answer the question according to th© way 

ah© felt about it. Sh© hesitated, then asked, "Do you uador-

stand m&?n Tim investigator replied, «*y#s# I think so." 

Ruby said, "I thought you did," and Marked the tost item 

MY©8.W 

Bonnie wanted an explanation of this test item: "Are 

your parents as congenial as you would Ilk© them to be?" 

The investigator *:spl&ined that the word ^congenial" meant 

"to be agreeable," or to enjoy doing things together. Bonni© 

said her aothw sat for long periods of tin© without speak-

ing and often dldn»t hear what had been said to J»r* This 

worried Bonnie# Sh© wasn't allowed to date or even go out 

at night with, other group % although sh© wanted to very much. 

She thought, however, that parents * advice should not b© 

questioned. 

All this information was eagerly volunteered. Bonni© 

seemed unconcerned about nearby students listening. She was 

encouraged to asrk the test item according to the way sh© 

felt about her parents* attitude. 'Tb» investigator promised, 

to talk more about her problem later. Several Impromptu con-

ferences with Bonnie followad. 

As th© investigator counseled th© students she felt that 

SH? Of them were able to find a satisfactory solution to 

their problems * Th© fact that both groups mad® a significant 

gain in self adjustment (so© fable $) indicates that counsel-

lag may have been a contributing factor. This would account 



for the insignificant difference found between the «peri-

ment&l and control groups oat' self adjustment* Bine© one** 

half of the total adjustment score is coaijjoted. of the nolf 

adjustment score, counseling may also have contributed to 

the small difference between the groups on total adjustment. 

The mean difference between the groups for social ad-

juataent was 3*2$. !?h© standard error of 'the difference be-

tween the mean wan 1,607 and th© critical ratio wag 2*016.* 

Using Fisher*s gables of g, and j**Hhiii critical ratio 

m a very close, but not significant at ̂  the 5 P** oeat level 

of confidence#• The fact that the new score for the ©3£p©ri* 

mental group was larger than the mmm% score for the control 

groups jet not quite large enough to represent a significant 

g«ia# indicates that teacher-pupil planning way havetbeen *' 

significant factor in helping the experimental grot# to ad-

just. socially# In a later discussion, further evidence is 

given of the .glgalfleant gain between the means of the pre-

and post test scores! on social adjustment for &he 'experimen-

tal. group and the control grow®#-' 

fable $ shows the asaan difference, the standard devl*» 

atlon, standard error of the difference between the means, 

and the critical ratio for the pre- and post test scores on 

the California Jest of Personality for the experimental said 

control groups. She mean difference between the pre*.and 

post test scores for total adjustment of the experimental 

group was 9»7$.p the standard deviation was 12|*65&f the 

%bid. 
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s t a n d a r d e r r o r o f t h e d i f f e r e n c e was 3*266 and t h e c r i t i c a l 

r a t i o was 2*985# 

f A B K 5 

M i l l DIFFEHEJfCS, S I ASM,® DEVIATION, STAHDAHD ERHOR OF THE 
mPFEBSHCS, AMD CHOTCAL M H O FOB PRE- AID POST TEST 

SCORES Of THE CALIFORNIA TEST OP PE lSOMLIT f . ' ' 
FOE I X M I M S I T A X . A ® COKFR0L G!0OT§ 

Equated Croups (16 ) Hd 3d • » t « IM 
- f t r 

T o t a l A d j u s t a e n t Seove • # * # * » * » * » # * * - » • + • # • • •- # # * 

Sx'oer l i f ian ta l Group 9 . 7 5 12 .650 3 .266 2 .985 

C o n t r o l Group i f . 25 12 ,989 3 .353 1 .267 

S e l f Ad justment Score * # • #' # # * •» «T 

E x p e r i m e n t a l Group 6 . 3 8 8«689 2 .2^3 2.8M* 

C o n t r o l Group ^••12 f«633 1 .970 2 *091 

S o c i a l Ad jus tment Score » * • * • * • 

S x p e r i m o n t a l Group 6»aa6 1*60? 2,098 

C o n t r o l Group . 13 8 . 3 0 9 2 . 1 5 5 • . 058 

The mean d i f f e r e a c * between t h e p r e - t o s t and p o s t - t o s t 

f o r t h e t o t a l ad jus tmen t score f o r t h e c o n t r o l g roup was 

%#25» The s t anda rd d e v i a t i o n was 12.9&9 the- S t a n f o r d e r r o r 

o f t he d i f f e r e n c e vas 3 *353 j and t h e c r i t i c a l r a t i o was 

1.26?. 
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Th© gate in total adjustment of the txpesrtuMitAl group, 

as shown by their pa?®- and peat test scores, showed a highly 

significant gain at the oat per ©eat level of confidence* 

This indicates that the unusually large gain could probably 

to® attributed to the teacher-pupil plAtsiing method since all 

other factors were comparatively the same as th© factors for 

the control group, whose gain on total adjustment was clearly 

not 8igsdficsat» 

fhs mean difference for th© self adjustment score for 

the experimental group was 6,38. Th© standard deviation was 

8,689, th© standard error of th© difference was 2.2i|3, and 

the critical ratio was 2.8£|4. 

The a»an difference for th® self adjustment score for 

the control group was 4*12* Th© standard deviation was 

7#633, the standard error of th© difference was 1.970, and 

the critical ratio was 2*091* Compared with Fisher's, 

t * 2.131 for groups of this size, th# £ value of the experi-

mental group is significant at the $ per cent levelj and it 

say have been significant for the control group, fhes® values 

indicate that both groups gained in self adjustment. 

Tim mean difference for the social adjustment score for 

the experimental group was 3.37. The standard deviation was 

6.226» the standard #rror of 'the difference was 1.607, and 

the critical ratio was 2.Of8. rJ?h© mean difference for social 

adjustment score for the control group was .13. Th© standard 
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deviation wag 8*309# the standard error of the difference was 

2.1j>5, and the critical ratio .058. 

Referred to Fisher's fables £ and t,£the difference be» 

tween the pre~ and post testsocial adjustment &mm& for the 
experimental group approached significance at the 5 per cent 

level ©f confidence while the sane scores for the control 

group were clearly not significant. Thia difference would 

probably have been greater if the investigator had been' nor® 

experienced in using the teacher»pupil planning met hod. With 

only on# year ©f teaching experience it was difficult to be 

consistent in following through with teacher-pupil planning 

in ©n& class and to u*@ the "traditional method of teaching 

in the other. 

The' fact that the students were unfaiailiar with teacher-

pupil planning made the • situation more challenging. Frequent 

queries were,. "Why do we have to help decide what w@ want to 

learn? Other teachers always tell us." "Wouldn't it be 

easier and quicker for you if you just told m what to do?" 

4@n«t you give us a grade rather than have us evaluate 

our own work?" 

It was interesting to note that near the end of the unit 

the students* critical attitude had changed. They boasted 

of their proficiency in planning and evaluating their goals 

to members of the control group. Thia caused so a© dissatis-

faction in the control group and m y account in part for the 

extremely low gain they made in social adjustment# 

%bid. 
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Tim investigator presumed that it would be diff icult tf 

teach the students in"ti® '6x3per£n0&$al group how to set up 

goal®, plan procedures, and evaluate their progress, end 

still cover aft nuch subject natter as the control group* 'She., 

was surprised to find that after th© first f m days the ex-

perimental group not only ocaght W with the control group* 

but actually stored ahead throughout th© unit# They seemed 

to understand what needed to be don© and could proceed with 

few instructions! on the other hand, th© control group needed 

numerous explanations and instruction®. 

Table 6 shows the mean difference, the standard devia-

tion, the standard error of th© difference between the means, 

and the critical ratio for experiiaental and control groups 

for the total nine-weeks achievement score in Hoxaenaking I# . 

The mean difference was 3*125» the standard deviation was 

if#7Q£# the standard error of difference was 1«234» and the 

critical ratio was 2*$7kr* TMb ratio was significant at the 

5 per cent level of confidence, and may be interpreted to 

mean that the experimental group made a significantly greater 

gala in achievement than the control group. 

The student * a scores for the dally class work and the 

scores for the nine weeks1 test were averaged to determine 

the total nine weeks' achievement score. The individual 

scores for daily class work were highly subjective since 

they were based largely on the Investigator^ observation of 

the student's ability to think through a situation, to work 
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with others, and t© manage time and money. A tendency to 

score the experimental groups a little higher, prcsapted by a 

desire to see them «»#®d the control group, may have been 

present. To offset this subjectivity the nine weeks1 test 

was entirely objective* The mmm test wag given to the fmsr 

sections of Homeaaking 1# 2b» scores for all of the students 

were aad® Into a normal distribution curve and individual 

scores were assigned accoi»dingly« The subjective score given 

for daily class work was almost identical with the objective 

score given on the test* This indicates that the total nine 

weeks achievement score was a reliable Measure of the aca-

demic gains in both groups# 

TABLE 6 

KSAHt MEAN BIFFERESCE, STA&DARD DEVIATION OF TEE 
MPPSOTOX* STANDARD ERROR, AW CRITICAL 

RATIO FOR A0HXE¥EHB3T SCORES <F 
EQUATED GROUPS 

M1 M2 D Sd S 4 
D * ^ " . 

88.13 8^go 3.125 k+7<& 1,234 2.574 



PDOINGS k m COHCLUSIOKS 

Several significant findings indicate that fceacher-

pixpil planning contributed to greater academic achievement ' 

and to a better personality adjustment of homemaking students. 

1, The experimental group and# a greater gala 'la &m* 

demie achievement in Homeiaaking 1 than the control group. 

This gain Is attributed to larg©: gains node by on©**third of 

the class rather than to smaller gains of the majority of 

the class# 

2. The experimental group made a large gain in social 

adjustment ̂ whereasf the control group mad© no comparable 

gain, 

J* Both groups made gain® in s elf *-adj ustmient# ' The gain 

for the experimental group was significant, whereas* the 

gain for the control group was probably significant* 

4# The satisfactory results of the conferences between 

the investigator and the students indicate that in both 

groups effective counseling contributed largely to the gain 

in self adjustment* 

From the findings of this study the following conclu-

sions are drawn: 

The personality testing program provided motiva-

tion for an effective counseling program. 

35 
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The counseling program was effective In helping 

boitt©~mai£iJ3g students to improve their self adjustment# 

f©acher~piipil planning was effective in helping 

students to ®ak© .greater gains in achievement* in self-

adjuatasent and in. social adj\asts©ntf 

Differences in personality adjustment and acadeiaie 

achievement between and within the groups would probably 

have been greater had the investigator been more consist-

ent SM using teacher-pupil planning in the experimental 

group and traditional teaching in the control group. 
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